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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a recommended design principle of the AWS Well-Architected Framework? 

A. Reduce downtime by making infrastructure changes infrequently and in large increments. 

B. Invest the time to configure infrastructure manually. 

C. Learn to improve from operational failures. 

D. Use monolithic application design for centralization. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The correct answer is C because learning to improve from operational failures is a recommended design
principle of the AWS Well-Architected Framework. The AWS Well-Architected Framework is a set of best practices and
guidelines for designing and operating reliable, secure, efficient, and cost-effective systems in the cloud. The AWS Well-
Architected Framework consists of five pillars: operational excellence, security, reliability, performance efficiency, and
cost optimization. Each pillar has a set of design principles that describe the characteristics of a well-architected system.
Learning to improve from operational failures is a design principle of the operational excellence pillar, which focuses on
running and monitoring systems to deliver business value and continually improve supporting processes and
procedures. The other options are incorrect because they are not recommended design principles of the AWS Well-
Architected Framework. Reducing downtime by making infrastructure changes infrequently and in large increments is
not a design principle of the AWS Well-Architected Framework, but rather a source of risk and inefficiency. A well-
architected system should implement changes frequently and in small increments to minimize the impact and scope of
failures. Investing the time to configure infrastructure manually is not a design principle of the AWS Well-Architected
Framework, but rather a source of human error and inconsistency. A well-architected system should automate manual
tasks to improve the speed and accuracy of operations. Using monolithic application design for centralization is not a
design principle of the AWS Well-Architected Framework, but rather a source of complexity and rigidity. A well-
architected system should use loosely coupled and distributed components to enable scalability and resilience.
Reference: [AWS Well-Architected Framework] 

 

QUESTION 2

A company needs to store infrequently used data for data archives and long-term backups. 

A company needs a history report about how its Amazon EC2 instances were modified last month. 

Which AWS service can be used to meet this requirement? 

A. AWS Service Catalog 

B. AWS Config 

C. Amazon CloudWatch 

D. AWS Artifact 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: AWS Config is a service that enables you to assess, audit, and evaluate the configurations of your AWS
resources. AWS Config continuously monitors and records your AWS resource configurations and allows you to
automate the evaluation of recorded configurations against desired configurations. AWS Config can also track changes
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to your EC2 instances over time and provide a history report of the modifications. AWS Service Catalog, Amazon
CloudWatch, and AWS Artifact are not the best services to meet this requirement. AWS Service Catalog is a service
that allows you to create and manage catalogs of IT services that are approved for use on AWS. Amazon CloudWatch
is a service that monitors your AWS resources and applications and provides metrics, alarms, dashboards, and logs.
AWS Artifact is a service that provides on-demand access to AWS security and compliance reports and online
agreements 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AWS solution provides the ability for a company to run AWS services in the company\\'s on-premises data
center? 

A. AWS Direct Connect 

B. AWS Outposts 

C. AWS Systems Manager hybrid activations 

D. AWS Storage Gateway 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: AWS Outposts is a fully managed service that extends AWS infrastructure, AWS services, APIs, and tools
to virtually any datacenter, co-location space, or on- premises facility for a truly consistent hybrid experience. AWS
Outposts enables you to run AWS services in your on-premises data center1. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which tasks are customer responsibilities, according to the AWS shared responsibility model? (Select TWO.) 

A. Configure the AWS provided security group firewall. 

B. Classify company assets in the AWS Cloud. 

C. Determine which Availability Zones to use for Amazon S3 buckets. 

D. Patch or upgrade Amazon DynamoDB. 

E. Select Amazon EC2 instances to run AWS Lambda on. 

F. AWS Config 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: According to the AWS shared responsibility model, the customer is responsible for security in the cloud,
which includes the tasks of configuring the AWS provided security group firewall and classifying company assets in the
AWS Cloud. A security group is a virtual firewall that controls the inbound and outbound traffic for one or more EC2
instances. The customer must configure the security group rules to allow or deny traffic based on protocol, port, or
source and destination IP address2 Classifying company assets in the AWS Cloud means identifying the types,
categories, and sensitivity levels of the data and resources that the customer stores and processes on AWS. The
customer must also determine the applicable compliance requirements and regulations that apply to their assets, and
implement the appropriate security controls and measures to protect them 
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QUESTION 5

An application runs on multiple Amazon EC2 instances that access a shared file system simultaneously. 

Which AWS storage service should be used? 

A. Amazon EBS 

B. Amazon EFS 

C. Amazon S3 

D. AWS Artifact 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) is the AWS storage service that should be used for an
application that runs on multiple Amazon EC2 instances that access a shared file system simultaneously. Amazon EFS
is a fully managed service that provides a scalable, elastic, and highly available file system for Linux-based workloads.
Amazon EFS supports the Network File System version 4 (NFSv4) protocol and allows multiple EC2 instances to read
and write data to the same file system concurrently. Amazon EFS also integrates with other AWS services, such as
AWS Backup, AWS CloudFormation, and AWS CloudTrail. For more information, see What is Amazon Elastic File
System? and [Amazon EFS Use Cases]. 
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